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Abstract 
Sung language recognition relies on both effective feature 

extraction and acoustic modeling. In this paper, we study 
rhythm based music segmentation in which the frame size 
varies in proportion to inter-beat interval of the music, in 
contrast to fixed length segmentation (FIX) in spoken 
language recognition. We show that acoustic feature extracted 
from the BSS scheme outperforms that from FIX. We also 
compare the effectiveness of musically motivated acoustic 
features, Octave scale cepstral coefficients (OSCCs) with Log 
frequency cepstral coefficients. We adopt Gaussian mixture 
model for sung language classifier design. Experiments are 
conducted on a database of 400 popular songs sung in four 
languages, including English, Chinese, German and 
Indonesian, which show that OSCC feature outperforms other 
features. We achieve 64.9% of sung language identification 
accuracy with Gaussian mixture models trained on shifted-
delta-cepstral OSCC acoustic features extracted via BSS. 

Index Terms: Sung Language, Octave scale, vocal detection  

1. Introduction 
Sung language identity serves as an important cue for 
extraction of music semantics. Sung language recognition is 
therefore an important task in music information retrieval 
(MIR) with applications such as music recommendation, 
lyrics alignment and transcription and music similarity 
analysis etc. which has drawn recent research attention. 
However, there have been few reports in the sung language 
recognition [1][2] which adopted spoken language 
recognition methodologies for two-language sung language 
recognition. We note that lyrics are expressed through 
musical structure. Therefore, we expect musically-motivated 
acoustic features to be more expressive than standard spectral 
features for sung language recognition. In the past musically-
motivated acoustic features were shown successful in music 
structure analysis [5]. Thus we further study musically-
motivated acoustic features in sung language recognition. 

We propose a sung language recognition system (Figure 1) 
which is similar to three step architecture commonly used in 
speech recognition. The system comprises three major 
components, namely rhythm based music segmentation, 
feature extraction and language classifier. Spoken language 
recognition is also known as spoken language identification 
or Spoken-LID for short. Hereafter, we refer to sung language 
recognition as Sung-LID. This paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2, 3 and 4 we discuss: the prior work related to 
language recognition, steps of the proposed sung LID system, 
and experimental results respectively. Section 5 concludes 
our study.   

Figure 1: Sung language identification system (Sung-
LID)

2. Related work 
The Sung-LID research is inspired by many prior work in 
spoken language recognition, where different language cues 
have been explored, such as articulatory parameters [17], 
acoustic features [18], prosody [19], [20], phonotactic [21], 
[22], and lexical knowledge [16][23], resulting from recent 
advances in continuous speech recognition [24] such as 
acoustic modeling and language modeling. Another important 
component in Sung-LID is the classifier that models the 
language space and provides a decision mechanism. Most of 
the works follow the statistical approaches such as Gaussian 
mixture model (GMM) [12], which can be seen as a single 
state hidden Markov model (HMM), or vector space model 
[15].  

Studies show that spoken language can be discriminated at 
different levels, such as short-term spectral [12], phonetic, 
and phonotactic [22] levels, which represent different time 
resolution in the speech waveform, or unit size linguistically. 
In music, lyrics are sung to follow the pitching and tempo. As 
a result, the durations of phonetic units have strong 
correlation with the inter-beat intervals. The linguistically 
motivated speech features may not be optimal for Sung-LID.
To date, attempts to feature extraction in Sung-LID have 
largely focused on exploring existing LID feature extraction 
techniques, such as fixed-length short-term spectral features 
[1][2].  Musically-motivated acoustic features have not been 
well explored. 

Sung-LID is also very different from Spoken-LID in many 
ways. First of all, singing voice is heavily corrupted by 
musical background which introduces potential mismatch 
between pre-trained acoustic models and the vocals at run-
time. Second, singing vocals are produced to follow the 
melody/harmony and tempo of music, resulting in variation of 
prosody [1]. Third, vocal detection in music is much harder 
than in pure speech signal [1] [5]. Inaccurate vocal detection 
may compromise overall Sung-LID performance. In this 
paper, we study a musically-motivated process to acoustic 
feature extraction that includes rhythm based music 
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segmentation and Octave scale cepstral coefficients for sung-
language recognition. 

3. Music information modeling 
We assume that music information is stationary within a short 
signal segment, from which acoustic features that characterize 
the music information can be extracted for music information 
modeling. Information flow in music is proportional to 
rhythm which is measured by the tempo. In a song, the words 
or syllables in the sentence fall on beat in order to construct 
music phrase [3]. Singers try their best to adopt phonological 
modification, prosodic shaping and peculiar wordings to 
match both the harmony contour and the timing information 
in the music. Thus we can consider acoustic properties change 
at note level, and propose to use inter beat proportional music 
segmentation instead of fixed length segmentation used in 
speech processing. In the next sub section we briefly discuss 
our rhythm based signal segmentation, music features and 
information modeling techniques.   

3.1. Rhythm based music segmentation 
As discussed above, velocity of information flow in music is 
directly proportional to inter-beat interval. This motivates 
note level music segmentation, where note can be considered 
as the smallest measuring unit. Since inter-beat interval is an 
integer multiple of smaller notes, it is desirable to segment 
music into smallest note frames. We call this inter-beat 
proportional segmentation process Beat Space Segmentation
(BSS), where we first detect the onsets  in the music by 
decomposing the signal in octave sub-bands;  then we apply 
the dynamic programming to find the equally spaced inter-
beat proportional intervals.  For details of BSS and silence 
detection, readers can refer to some published works [5]. 

3.2. Acoustic features 
In the speech processing, auditory-motivated acoustic 
features, Mel frequency cepstarl coefficients (MFCC) have 
been explored [6] and have been adopted in music 
information retrieval [7].  Music and speech differs in terms 
of both production and perception. Although MFCC is highly 
effective in characterizing speech content and Spoken-LID,
we therefore believe it may not be effective for Sung-LID
without modifying it taking music properties such as octave 
scaling into consideration.  In this section we discuss 
musically motivated Octave scale cepstral coefficient (OSCC) 
feature and general form of Log frequency cepstral 
coefficient feature (LFCC) where MFCC is a special case of 
LFCC. Then the feature effectiveness is examined in the 
experimental section for Sung-LID.

3.2.1. Octave scale cepstarl coefficients (OSCCs) 

Mel scale is a subjective scale constructed from perceived 
subjective pitches where as octave scale/music scale arranges 
the audible frequencies in octave [9]. Fletcher [8] used octave 
scale for music and speech signal analysis. Brown et al. [10] 
also reported that octave scale information extraction is 
effective characterizing music information. Thus there are 
strong evidences to suggest the analysis of the temporal 
properties of music signal can be enhanced in octave scale. 
Thus we place the filter bank in octave scale and derive 
OSCCs. Earlier experiments have confirmed that OSCCs are 
more effective than MFCCs in characterizing vocal/non-vocal 

region information in music signals [5].  Since OSCC feature 
is detailed in [5], we briefly discussed the construction of the 
feature. OSCCs are computed by using a filter bank in 
frequency domain. Filter positions in the linear frequency 
scale (flinear) are computed by transforming filter positions in 
the octave scale (foctave) to flinear using Eq.(1). 
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We set C=12, Fref=64 Hz in the Eq. (1) so that 12 overlapping 
rectangular filters are placed in each octave from C2B2 to 
C9B9 octave (64 ~ 16384 Hz). We adopt rectangular filter 
here for music signal analysis because music signals have 
wider bandwidth than speech signals.  

The output Y(b) of the bth filter is computed according to 
Eq.(2) where S(.) is the frequency spectrum in decibel (dB), 
Hb(.) is the bth filter, and mb and nb are boundaries of bth filter. 
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Eq.(3) describes the computation of �th cepstral coefficient 
where kb, Nf and Fn are center frequency of the bth filter, 
number of sampling points and number of filters respectively.  
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3.2.2. Log frequency cepstral coefficients (LFCC) 

The relationship between Log frequency scale and Linear
frequency scale is explained in Eq.(4).  The filter positions 
are calculated by transforming equally spaced filter positions 
in log frequency scale to linear frequency scale using Eq.(4). 
Parameter C controls the span of log scale. Thus this scaling 
parameter C controls the filter distribution in linear frequency 
scale. Then we calculate LFCCs using Eq. (2) and Eq (3).  
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In speech processing [11], C has commonly been set to 700, 
leading to Mel scale, from which Mel Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCCs) are calculated. In our experiments we 
vary C to effectively position the filters in order to maximize 
the language modeling.  

3.2.3. Shift-Delta-Cepstral (SDC) feature 

The research in Spoken-LID has shown that temporal 
information effectively captures language characteristics. 
Shifted-delta-cepstral (SDC) coefficients and acoustic feature 
based systems, which incorporate additional temporal 
information about the speech into the feature vector to 
characterize the speech. The use of temporal information 
spanning a large number of frames shares the same 
motivation as the phonotactic approach that naturally uses 
phone models to capture the dynamics across multiple frames 
[12]. SDC coefficients are controlled by four parameters, 
typically written as N-d-P-k where N is the total number of 
original cepstral coefficients (also referred to as NC), d
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determines the spread over which deltas are calculated, and P
determines the gaps between successive delta computations. 
At nth frame, we calculate ith set of delta coefficients ( , )v n i� ,
according to Eq. (7), where Cv is the N-dimensional original 
cepstral coefficient vector. Then SDC coefficients are the k
sets of delta coefficients as described in Eq. (8), which are 
further used in acoustic modeling in the same way as original 
cepstral coefficients. 

( , ) ( ) ( ) 1v v vn i C n iP d C n iP d i k� � � � � � � � � (5)

( ) ( ,0) ( ,1) ( , 1)
TT T T
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3.3. Language modeling  
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is a parametric approach 
where we assume that the acoustic vectors for a target sung 
language can be described by a K-mixture GMM, 

1
( , )K

k kk
m N m

�
� �� . This approach was shown to be 

effective in many Spoken-LID evaluations [13], especially 
over shifted-delta-cepstral features [12]. For spoken M
languages, we derive M such models and number of 
Gaussians in the GMM depends on the size of the training 
corpus. For Spoken-LID, 512 Gaussians can effectively model 
a language with over 100 hours of training samples.  

A test sample O  is evaluated by all the M models 
during testing. The language that gives rise to the 
highest likelihood score is identified as the result.   

arg max ( / )ˆ
m M

P O mm
�

�
(7)

We use HTK (http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk) tool box to 
implement the Gaussian mixture language models. 

4. Experiments 
We use 400 CD quality (44.1 kHz sampling frequency, 16 
bits per sample and stereo format) song database for our 
Sung-LID experiments. There are 100 songs per language 
(English, Chinese, Indonesian or German), five albums per 
gender, and ten songs per album. In our experiments we first 
convert music into mono data format. 

We conduct three experiments. The first experiment is carried 
out using manually annotated corpus to optimize the 
parameters of both the acoustic features and the sung 
language models.  In the manually annotated corpus, music 
regions are annotated through an intensive listening process, 
which manually segments the music regions with beat space 
segmentation. The second experiment is conducted using 
automatically annotated corpus, referred to as raw corpus, 
where proposed automatic beat space segmentation and 
automatic vocal detection algorithm are used for evaluation of 
the Sung-LID techniques for four target languages. In the 
third experiment, we further conduct Sung-LID experiment on 
the raw corpus, but to evaluate the effects by language pairs.   

4.1.1. Parameter Optimization of Acoustic Features  

Spoken-LID system using Gaussian mixture models (GMM) 
of acoustic features represents the state-of-the-art text-
independent Spoken-LID performance.  With the manual BSS 

and manually annotated vocal regions, our objective is to find 
the set of optimal parameters for acoustic features which 
maximize the average Sung-LID accuracy on GMM modeling 
framework. A subset of songs in the database has been 
selected for this experiment. We train GMMs with vocal beat 
space frames of 30 songs per language (3 songs per album) to 
model each of four languages, i.e. English, Chinese, German 
and Indonesian. Then vocal frames of rest of 20 songs per 
language (2 songs per album) are used for parameter 
optimization. The upper limit of the music pitch, mainly 
generated by music instruments, is about 5 kHz [14]. Higher 
order harmonics of singing voice present beyond 10 kHz are 
suppressed by the strong frequency components of the 
instrumental music. Therefore, we down-sample the songs 
from 44.1 kHz sampling rate to 22.05 kHz, which also 
improves the computational efficiency.   

Required number of Gaussians in the GMM to model a 
language depends on the size of the training corpus of that 
language.  For feature parameter optimization we first fixed 
the number of Gaussians in the mixture model.  In our 
preliminary experiments (varying number of Gaussians from 
1 to 200 in GMM) we found that 100 Gaussians in the 
mixture model can effectively maximize the Sung-LID
accuracy with selected subset of corpus. For LFCC 
parameters optimization, we varied C in Eq. (4) from 300 to 
1,000 with the step size of 50, the number of filters Fn from 
10 to 100 with the step size of 10, and the number of feature 
coefficients (NC) from 12 to 60 with step size of 6, and 
recorded Sung-LID accuracy.  Then we fix a parameter and 
study the Sung-LID accuracy by varying other two parameters 
and repeat the study in turns. We first fix Fn  and then fix C 
and NC parameters in turns. In a similar way, we study the 
parameter setting for OSCC feature. We first studied Sung-
LID accuracy when the filters are varied from 1 to 12 in the 
individual octaves with fixed number of coefficients, that we 
set as NC=30. The number of filters in the individual octaves, 
which maximize the accuracy are then combined together to 
cover the full spectrum.  Finally we varied number of OSCCs 
using this filter bank to maximize the Sung-LID accuracy. We 
observe Fn=40, NC=36 and C=700 which is Mel scale in 
LFCC feature and NC =36 and Fn = {01, 01, 01, 12, 12, 12, 
12, 12} in each octave from C1B1 to C8B8 in OSCC feature 
maximize the Sung-LID in the parameter optimization 
process.  Then using full database we optimize number of 
Gaussians by varying them from 1 to 200 with step size =1; 
found 130 Gaussians in GMM maximizes the Sung-LID.

Table 1 explains the Sung-LID results. Note that 100 songs 
per language are used by 3 turn cross validation where 60/40 
non overlapping songs per language (3 albums per gender) as 
training and testing in each turn. EXP {1, 2 and 5} and {3, 4, 
and 6} in Table 1(A) are carried out using annotated and raw 
corpus respectively. As expected OSCC feature outperforms 
LFCC feature and also BSS found to be more effective than 
FIX (in our case 30ms frames) for Sung-LID.

4.1.2. Sung_LID experiments on raw corpus  

When we use automatic BSS and vocal frame detection over 
raw corpus, the Sung-LID accuracies dropped due to errors in 
vocal frame detection. Our automatic vocal detection is 
similar to the one discussed in [5].  Compared to EXP 3 in 
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Table 1(A), when incorporating SDCCs, we observe 1.5% 
accuracy improvement in EXP 6. We empirically set N-d-P-k 
as 36-1-3-3 when deriving SDCC coefficients. Table 1(B) 
details the confusion matrix in EXP 3.  

Table 1: Sung-LID accuracy using annotated 
 and raw corpus

Frame Size
BSS
FIX
BSS
FIX

BSS
BSS

Exp No
1
2
3
4

5
6

Test Data
V(annotated)
V(annotated)
V(automatic)
V(automatic)

V(annotated)
V(automatic)

OSCC (%)
70.2
59.5
63.4
51.2

OSCC+SDCC (%)
73.5
64.9

LFCC (%)
59.5
52.1
----
----

LFCC+SDCC (%)
61.9
----

V- instrumental mixed and pure vocal frames

Training Data
V(annotated)
V(annotated)
V(annotated)
V(annotated)

V(annotated)
V(annotated)

(A)

GMN
2.5

0
0.8

43.4

IND
10.8

9.1
69.2

5

CHN
17.5

71.7
11.7
28.3

ENG
69.2

19.2
18.3
23.3

OSCC
ENG

CHN
IND

GMN

Te
st

 S
am

pl
es

 

Average accuracy = 63.4%

Te
st 

la
ng

ua
ge

s

Average accuracy= 76.8%

CHN
72.4

OSCC
ENG

CHN

IND
80.8

76.7

GMN
70.4

75.4
IND 85

(B)
(C)

4.1.3. Experiments on language pairs with raw corpus 

Experiments on language pairs allow us to compare our 
results with some published work, such as the study in [1] for 
English and Chinese songs, and in [2] for English and 
German songs. We report results using automatic corpus with 
BSS and OSCC feature in Table 1(C).  Automatic Sung-LID
results as shown in Table 1(A) and Table 1(C) achieve 
average of 63.4% for four languages and average of 76.8% 
for two languages. Table 1(C) reports 72.4% and 70.4% 
accuracy over the same language pairs as in [18] and [19] 
respectively. Our results compare favorably with (56~60) % 
in [1] (without background music code book) and 64% in [2]. 
We take note that the results are not directly comparable 
because they are reported on different databases. Nonetheless, 
we believe that the proposed OSCC feature is reliably 
effective, as both the previous reported results and our results 
are based on database of similar size – around 100 songs per 
language. 

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have studied musically-motivated 
approaches to music segmentation and acoustic feature 
extraction. It is shown that the rhythm-based beat space 
segmentation outperforms the commonly used fixed length 
segmentation technique; OSCC acoustic feature outperforms 
other traditional acoustic feature MFCC (LFCC with C=700) 
that were used for speech recognition.  Sung-LID remains a 
challenging task. Our results have shown that Sung-LID
benefits from the musically-motivated feature extraction and 
the temporal information representation of features.  We 
believe that this is one of the directions that we should 
continue to pursue. Since vocals provide informative 
language cues, we consider vocal enhancement from 
background music as one of the key components to be 
included in Sung-LID system.  
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